REPORT ON THE QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

prepared by the STATE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICE OF UKRAINE

The Authority should provide general background information relevant to the quality management system (QMS) as set forth in this template.

The descriptions below each main heading of this template should be considered examples of the type and arrangement of information that should be included under each heading. Each Authority may provide additional information beyond that set forth in this template as desired.

Abbreviations used in the document

SIPSU – State Intellectual Property Service of Ukraine
SE “UIPI” – State Enterprise “Ukrainian Industrial Property Institute”

INTRODUCTION (CHAPTERS 21.01 – 21.03)

A quality management system (QMS) in conformity with the ISO 9001:2008 standard requirements has been implemented and used in the SIPSU.

The certificate of the QMS compliance with the ISO 9001:2008 standard obtained by the SIPSU in October 2012 covers the following areas of activity: examination of applications for intellectual property rights (inventions, utility models, industrial designs, trademarks and service marks, integrated circuit topographies and indications of origin of goods) as to their compliance with the conditions for obtaining legal protection as well as examination support processes; provision of preparation to the state registration of intellectual property rights and the official publication of information relating thereto; searching and examination of applications for inventions under the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

In September 2013, the QMS compliance audit was carried by the independent certification organization. In September 2014 the QMS compliance audit was carried out by the independent certification organization.

- On the results of the QMS compliance audit the SIPSU corresponds with the ISO 9001:2008 standard requirements.
1. LEADERSHIP AND POLICY

21.04 Confirm that the following are clearly documented, and that this documentation is available internally:

(a) The quality policy established by top management.
(b) The roles and names of those bodies and individuals responsible for the QMS, as delegated by top management.
(c) An organisational chart showing all those bodies and individuals responsible for the QMS.

(a) The quality policy established by the top management

In the Conception of Development of the State System of Intellectual Property Legal Protection for 2009-2014, one of SIPSU priority tasks is defined as the improvement of examination of applications for industrial property rights by means of:

– implementation of electronic proceedings of examination of applications for industrial property rights;
– improvement of the technology of applications for industrial property rights consideration on the basis of the automated systems implementation;
– enhancement of the methodological support of the processes of examination of applications for industrial property rights, provision of identical application of legislative norms, and precedent formalization;
– implementation of the system of application filing through the Internet in electronic form and minimizing the volume of applications filed on paper carriers;
– keeping the pendency time of applications for industrial property rights on the level provided by the applicable convention priorities under the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property;
– improvement of applications examination quality control.

Within the framework of the preparatory measures for applying for the International Searching Authority (ISA) and International Preliminary Examining Authority (IPEA) statuses within the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) international system and provision of fulfilling the international ISO 9001:2008 standard requirements, the Quality Coordination Board has been created in the SIPSU, a quality management representative has been appointed, authorized persons in the matters of the QMS implementation and maintenance in structural divisions have been appointed; the necessary documented procedures have been determined and developed.

The quality policy is determined and presented in the Quality Manual endorsed by the order № 221 of 21.08.2012.
(b) The roles and names of those bodies and individuals responsible for the QMS; as delegated by the top management

To coordinate the works on development, implementation and maintenance of the functioning of the QMS processes, prepare and submit to the top management summarized information concerning the QMS functioning, effectiveness and needs of its improvement, Serhii Mosov, Deputy Director on information and technical support of examination, has been appointed the quality management representative.

The Quality Coordination Board is a standing consultative collegial body under the SIPSU management.

The main tasks of the Quality Coordination Board are: policy making and goal setting in the quality sphere; determination of the QMS principles, processes and model conforming to the requirements set out in ISO 9001:2008 and Part VII of the PCT International Search and Preliminary Examination Guidelines and satisfy customers’ needs; the QMS control and management, its analysis and improvement.

The Quality Coordination Board meets at least once every six months. In 2013 3 (three) meetings of the Quality Coordination Board were held. In 2014 2 (two) meetings of the Quality Coordination Board were held.

The QMS organizational structure is presented below.
(c) An organizational chart showing all those bodies and individuals responsible for the QMS

State Intellectual Property Service of Ukraine
SIPSU Head

State Enterprise
“Ukrainian Industrial Property Institute”

European Integration and International Cooperation Division
Legal Provision and Rights Enforcement Division
Financial-Administrative Division
Control over IPR Use Division

Deputy Director on Legal Provision
Department of Legislation Development in the Industrial Property Sphere
Rights Enforcement Management Department

Deputy Director on Examination Matters
Department of Examination of Designations and Industrial Designs
Department of Examination of Applications for Inventions, Utility Models and Integrated Circuit Topographies

First Deputy Director
Public Relations and Protocol Events Department
Personnel Division
Front Office
Analysis and Economic Planning Substantiation Division
System Accounting, Document Control Archive-Keeping Division
Procurement Division

Organizational Work and Order Execution Control Division
QMS Implementation and Audit Sector

Deputy Director on Information and Technical Support of Examination
Computerization and Information Technologies Department
Patent Information Support Department
Department of application registration, editing and preparation of official publications
Industrial Property Economic Regulation Division
Economic Forecasting and Statistics Division

SIPSU Board
Quality Coordination Board
In 2014 the Division on quality control and improvement of examination of applications for inventions and utility models was created within the Examination Department.

21.05 Indicate (e.g. by means of a table) the extent of compatibility between the Authority's QMS and the requirements of Chapter 21 of these International Search and Preliminary Examination Guidelines. Alternatively, indicate where the Authority is not yet compliant with these requirements.

[Sample table, to be amended as necessary]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter 21 requirement</th>
<th>Extent of compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b) Quality objectives are reviewed</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Communication of quality objectives throughout the Authority</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.09 (a) Performance of a yearly internal review of the QMS in/to</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) (i) determine the extent to which the QMS is based on Chapter 21</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) determine the extent to which S&amp;F complies with PCT Guidelines</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) an objective and transparent way</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) using input incl. information according paragraph 21.17</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) recording the results</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.10 Assurance to monitor and adapt to actual workload</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.11 (a) Infrastructure in place to ensure that a quantity of staff</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) sufficient to deal with the inflow of work</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) which maintains tech. qualifications to S&amp;F in all technical fields</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) which maintains the language facilities to understand languages according to Rule 34</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Infrastructure to provide a quantity of skilled administrative staff</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) at a level to support the technically qualified staff</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) for the documentation records</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.12 (a) (i) Ensuring appropriate equipment to carry out S&amp;F</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Ensuring documentation accord. to Rule 34</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) (i) Instructions to help staff understand and act accord. the quality criteria and standards</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Instructions to follow work procedures accurately and they are kept up-to-date.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.13 (a) (i) L&amp;D program to ensure and maintain necessary skills in S&amp;F</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) L&amp;D program to ensure awareness of staff to comply with the quality criteria and standards.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.14 (a) System in place for monitoring resources required to deal with demand</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) System in place for monitoring resources required to comply with the quality standards in S&amp;F</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.15 (a) Control mechanisms to ensure timely issue of S&amp;F reports</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Control mech. regarding fluctuations in demand and backlog</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.16 (a) Internal quality assurance system for self assessment</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) for compliance with S&amp;F Guidelines</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) for channelling feedback to staff</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) A system for measurement of data and reporting for</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 21 requirement</td>
<td>Extent of compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuous improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) System for verifying the effectiveness of actions taken to correct deficient S&amp;E</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Contact person helping identify best practice between Authorities</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Contact person fostering continual improvement</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Contact person providing for effective comm. with other Authorities for feedback</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) (i) Appropriate system for handling complaints</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Appropriate system for taking preventive/corrective actions</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Appropriate system for offering feedback to users</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) (i) A procedure for monitoring user satisfaction &amp; perception</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) A procedure for ensuring their legitimate needs and expectations are met</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Clear and concise guidance on the S&amp;E process for the user</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Indication where and how the Authority makes its quality objectives publicly</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established comm. with WIPO and desig./ elected offices</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS of Authority clearly described (e.g. Quality Manual)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Documents making up the Quality Manual have been prepared and distributed</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Media available to support the Quality Manual</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Document control measures are taken</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Quality policy of the Authority and commitment to QMS</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Scope of QMS</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Organizational structure and responsibilities</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) the documented processes are carried out in the Authority</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Resources available to carry out processes</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) a description of the interaction between the processes and the procedures of the</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Records which documents are kept and where they are kept</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Records of results of management review</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Records about training, skills and experience of staff</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Evidence of conformity of processes</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Results of reviews of requirements relating to products</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Records of the S&amp;E process carried out on each application</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) Record of data allowing individual work to be tracked</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) Record of QMS audits</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Records on actions taken re. non-conforming products</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j) Records on actions taken re. corrective actions</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) Records on actions taken re. preventive actions</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 21 requirement | Extent of compliance
---|---
(l) Records referring to search process documentation | ✓
21.24 (a) | ✓
(ii) Recording of keywords, combination of words and truncations during search | ✓
(iii) Recording of the languages used during search | ✓
(iv) Recording of classes and combinations thereof consulted during search | ✓
(b) Records about other information relevant to the search | ✓
(c) | ✓
(ii) Records about lack of clarity of the claims | ✓
(iii) Records about lack of unity | ✓
21.25 | Report on its own internal review processes | ✓
21.26 – 21.28 | Additional information on further inputs to its internal reviews | ✓
21.29 | Initial report called for by paragraph 21.19 | ✓

21.06 *Indicate with reference to the organizational chart those bodies and mechanisms management uses to ensure:*

(a) the effectiveness of the QMS; and

(b) that the process of continual improvement progresses.

*(a) the effectiveness of the QMS*

The quality policy making and implementation are the responsibilities of the SIPSU management and the quality management representative.

In order to assess the QMS efficiency, the SIPSU management yearly develops and formulates measuring goals and indicates the divisions and/or division heads responsible for ensuring their achievement, and approves the QMS internal auditing program.

The results of the internal audits are discussed and analyzed and the Quality Coordination Board meeting, and summarized conclusions are submitted for consideration to the SIPSU Head in order for respective decisions aimed at the quality activities improvement to be made.

*(b) that the process of continual improvement progresses*

The quality management representative carries out general management and coordination of the activities of the authorized persons in the matters of the QMS implementation and maintenance in structural divisions, as well as of the QMS implementation and audit sector in the matters of the QMS efficient development, implementation and improvement.
The most crucial issues and prepared propositions are discussed on the Quality Coordination Board meetings and management talk-ins; the decisions made during such meetings and talk-ins are recorded in protocols, orders and directions.

21.07 Indicate how management of the Authority communicates to its staff the importance of meeting treaty and regulatory requirements including:
(a) those of this standard; and
(b) complying with the Authority's QMS.

The SIPSU communicates to the staff the importance of fulfillment of the QMS requirements, including requirements under the PCT, relating to the international search and international preliminary examination quality provision, through orders and directives of the SIPSU management, weekly operational meetings with the SIPSU Head, training seminars, Quality Coordination Board reports and protocols, SIPSU annual reports; the information about these events and documents is promptly distributed by e-mail and through the internal information network.

Beside this, the SIPSU brings the requirements of quality management-related standards and regulatory documents to the examiners’ attention through the specially created Reference and Information Section in the “Inventions” automated system (AS) accessible to all examiners from their own workstations.

21.08 Indicate how and when top management of the Authority or delegated officers:
(a) conducts management reviews and ensures the availability of appropriate resources;
(b) reviews quality objectives; and
(c) ensures that the quality objectives are communicated and understood throughout the respective Authority.

(a) Conducts management reviews and ensures the availability of appropriate resources
The SIPSU management develops and forms dimensional goals, directed toward quality improvement, based on the Quality Policy.

QMS analysis and goal achievement level are performed twice a year at Quality Coordination Council proceedings.

A QMS functioning report is a summary document from the management, based on which the management works out QMS development plans, elaborates QMS modification and/or improvement decisions, and assigns resources required for QMS functioning.

The QMS analysis was carried out in the course of the Quality Coordination Board meetings in February and August 2013. The QMS analysis was carried out in the course of the Quality Coordination Board meetings in March and September 2014.
The goals and tasks in the quality sphere were defined in the course of the Quality Coordination Board meeting in February 2013. The goals and tasks in the quality sphere were defined in the course of the Quality Coordination Board meeting in March 2014.

(b) Reviews quality objectives

The SIPSU management reviews are carried out by the QMS implementation and audit sector under the SIPSU Head orders according to the QMS auditing program. Should the need arise, unscheduled reviews on separate matters can be carried out. During the period from April to June the QMS internal audit was carried out within divisions. The internal audit results analysis was conducted in the course of the Quality Coordination Board meeting in June 2013. In 2014 2 (two) QMS internal audits within divisions were carried out. The internal audit results analysis was conducted in the course of the Quality Coordination Board meetings in March and September 2014.

The QMS tasks are reviewed in the course of planning the SIPSU activities for the following year.

(c) Ensures that the quality objectives are communicated and understood throughout the respective Authority

The personnel has the ability of promptly accessing necessary documents and viewing the results of the QMS functioning through the orders or directives sent to the structural divisions and published on the SIPSU Intranet-portal, as well as in the course of staff meetings in divisions.

Beside this, the information on the results of examination quality checks, new operation procedures and other information concerning the SIPSU activities is sent to the heads of examination divisions to be forwarded to the divisions’ staff and for further reference.

21.09 Indicate whether top management or delegated officers of the Authority perform an internal review of the QMS in accordance with paragraphs 21.25-21.28:

(a) at least once per year (cf. paragraph 21.25);

(b) in accordance with the minimum scope of such reviews as set out in Section 8, namely:

(i) to determine the extent to which the QMS is based on Chapter 21 (cf. paragraphs 21.25, 21.27(a));

(ii) to determine the extent to which Search and Examination work complies with PCT Guidelines (cf. paragraphs 21.25, 21.27(a));

(c) in an objective and transparent way (cf. paragraph 21.25);

(d) using input including information according to paragraphs 21.27 (b)-(f);

(e) recording the results (cf. paragraph 21.28).

See 21.05, 21.08.
Each month, meetings with the participation of the Deputy director on examination matters, Deputy director on information and technical support of examination, Head of the Department of examination of applications for inventions, utility models and integrated circuit topographies, as well as members of staff responsible for quality control are held.

The meetings are dedicated to discussing current quality management issues, availability of necessary resources and measures to be taken to satisfy immediate needs.

The results of such meetings are brought to the attention of respective examination divisions or individual examiners for further reference.

Beside this, internal automated routine and randomized examination quality control is provided in the SIPSU.

Routine quality control is carried out on the level of heads of examination divisions.

Randomized quality control is carried out on the level of the Head/Deputy Head of the Department of examination of applications for inventions, utility models and integrated circuit topographies and members of staff responsible for quality control in the Department. Randomized (selective) control is carried out at the level of the Head/Deputy Head of the Examination Department as well as by the Division on quality control and improvement of examination of applications for inventions and utility models.

All decisions about non-compliance of an invention with the patentability criteria are made by 3 persons: the examiner, Division Head and Department Head (Deputy Department Head).

When carrying out searches, examiners must:
– check the observance of the invention unity principle;
– correct the primary classification;
– adhere to the PCT minimum documentation when performing patent information search;
– determine relevant categories in search reports;
– bring forward clear arguments in case an invention does not comply with the novelty and inventive step criteria.

2. RESOURCES

21.10 Explanatory note: The granting of ISEA status means that the Authority has demonstrated it has the infrastructure and resources to support the search and examination process. Chapter 21 calls for assurance that the Authority can continually support this process while accommodating changes in workload and meeting QMS requirements. The responses to Sections 21.11 to 21.14, below, should provide this assurance.

21.11 Human resources:
(a) Provide information about the infrastructure in place to ensure that a quantity of staff:

(i) sufficient to deal with the inflow of work;
(ii) which maintains the technical qualifications to search and examine in the required technical fields; and
(iii) which maintains the language facilities to understand at least those languages in which the minimum documentation referred to in Rule 34 is written or is translated is maintained and adapted to changes in workload.

(b) Describe the infrastructure in place to ensure that a quantity of appropriately trained/skilled administrative staff is maintained and adapted to changes in workload:

(i) at a level to support the technically qualified staff and facilitate the search and examination process;
(ii) for the documentation of records.

(a) Provide information about the infrastructure in place to ensure that a quantity of staff:

The total number of examiners performing the examination of inventions is 131 persons.

All of them are employed full time and have a higher education (specialist’s/master’s degree) in respective field and second university degree in the intellectual property sphere; among them there are also 6 PhD degree holders. SIPSU examiner’s experience and knowledge allow high-level search and examination in the following fields: nanotechnologies, pharmaceuticals, chemistry, biotechnologies, agriculture, metallurgy, electronics, telecommunications, etc.

All examiners are fluent in Ukrainian, Russian and English; some of the examiners also have sufficient knowledge of German, French, Spanish, Polish and Japanese.

The Deputy director on examination matters, Deputy Director on information and technical support of examination, Head of the Department of examination of applications for inventions, utility models and integrated circuit topographies, Head of human resources division and members of staff responsible for quality control matters rate the necessity in human resources on a regularly basis at the monthly management meetings according to the present work volumes.

At these meetings, decisions about new examiners recruitment are made, their background requirements for examination performance. Also, educational and/or professional development activities schedule is approved at the monthly management meetings.

Newly recruited examiners are assigned a tutor from among the experienced chief examiners having the signing authority. Such tutors organize trainings and check the work performed by junior examiners.

The training of examiners is organized on an ongoing basis in the form of trainings dedicated to performing and documenting searches and case studies.
Beside this, examiners are able to improve their qualification within the international cooperation framework and taking part in the events organized in Ukraine.

(b) Describe the infrastructure in place to ensure that a quantity of appropriately trained/skilled administrative staff is maintained and adapted to changes in workload:

(i) at a level to support the technically qualified staff and facilitate the search and examination process;

To provide the high quality examination, each examiner has been provided access from their own workplace to document processing regulations, materials on examination methodology, instructions, directives and interpretations provided both by the legal function and given on the Department level based on the results of respective training by placing them in the reference and information section of the “Inventions” AS.


Within the international cooperation framework examiners take part in the following events:

1. World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) distance learning programme (on an ongoing basis).

DL-101 (general course) certificates were received by almost all examiners.

Those examiners who have received DL-101 certificates take part in further learning programmes DL-320, DL-318, DL-301, DL-202, DL-204 (advanced level).

2. On-line training on the matters of examination and patent information searches organized by the European Patent Office (EPO), business trips on training and other matters connected with optimization of the use of EPOQUE Net retrieval system (regularly).

3. Training events regularly organized by EPO on the matters of quality control in patent searches and examination and other examination and patent search-related matters.


5. Study visits and/or seminars organized by the WIPO to promote sharing experience and networking of representatives of the PCT receiving offices on the matters of international applications proceeding, processing of international applications filed in the electronic form using the WIPO PCT-SAFE software and the use of electronic services (ePCT and/or PCT-ROAD systems in particular).
Events organized in Ukraine:


2. Yearly seminars “Peculiarities of Applications for Inventions and Utility Models” and “Use of Paperless Information Technologies in the Processes of Acquisition of Industrial Property Rights”.

3. Training of examiners on the matters of examination and use of databases (STN, REAXYS, EPOQUE Net, DWPI etc.) conducted in particular by the providers of the mentioned databases.

4. Seminars and conferences organized by the National Academy of Sciences and branch Academies of Sciences of Ukraine.

5. Regional seminars organized with the aim of raising awareness of the Ukrainian public of the PCT system.

(ii) for the documentation of records.

Computerization and Information Technologies Department provides additional support to technically qualified employees by supplying them with the necessary software and equipment.

21.12 Material resources:

(a) Describe the infrastructure in place to ensure that

(i) appropriate equipment and facilities such as IT hardware and software to support the search and examination process are provided and maintained;

(ii) at least the minimum documentation referred to in Rule 34 is available, accessible, properly arranged and maintained for search and examination purposes. State whether it is on paper, in microform or stored on electronic media, and where.

(b) Describe how instructions

(i) to help staff understand and adhere to the quality criteria and standards, and

(ii) to follow work procedures accurately and consistently are documented, provided to staff, kept up-to-date and adapted when necessary.

For information support, all up-to-date methods, forms and means are utilized: the Internet (the SIPSU web-portal, the SE “UIPI” web-site, Intranet-portal, the Digital Patent Library web-site), official and specialized publications, printed and electronic mass media, international cooperation in the sphere of patent information and documentation. Specific functions concerning constituent elements of the set of works on information support are entrusted to the respective structural divisions of SE “UIPI”, in particular Patent Information Support Department and Computerization and Information Technologies Department.

(a) Describe the infrastructure in place to ensure that
(i) appropriate equipment and facilities such as IT hardware and software to support the search and examination process are provided and maintained.

Information and technical support is ensured by Computerization and Information Technologies Department. This Department consists of:

– Division of Information Technologies Implementation and Maintenance which provides software development, implementation, maintenance and operation as well as database administration;
– Division of Automated Systems Operation which provides hardware servicing;
– Division of Systems Integration and Communication Technologies which ensures the work of communication systems and server equipment;
– Sector of Information Technologies System Analysis which provides implementation and administration of the system of electronic filing of applications for industrial property rights, administration of the Digital Patent Library and Internet databases administration;
– Sector of Key Certification Centre Abonent Registration which carries out registration and servicing of abonents of the accredited key certification centre, provides generation of personal keys and electronic digital signature (EDS) certificates; providing consultations to registered abonents and respective structural divisions of the SIPSU on the matters of EDS use and work with EDS means; providing guidance to users of electronic application filing system.

Each examiner has at their disposal an up-to-date personal computer connected to the Internet. Special client software is installed on these computers to fulfill the examiner functions in the “Inventions” AS which provides the full cycle of the document workflow of examination of both national and PCT applications (national phase).

In addition, a bilateral connection between the SIPSU and WIPO International Bureau has been established through the PCT-EDI system. This channel is used by the International Applications Division which fulfils the functions of a Receiving Office for documents exchange (international phase). Notifications on applications status are generated automatically and forwarded to the International Bureau each month.

Also, access to the ePCT system has been established; the system is intended to provide safe on-line access to the documents of international applications, their viewing and downloading.

The SE “UIPI” receives documentation both on paper carriers and in electronic form. All documents received on paper are scanned to produce colour image, and recognized. As a result, a file in PDF/A format is sent to the database. The text of the document is indexed to further enable full-text searches. Documents are stored in technological databases managed by the Microsoft SQL Server 2008 database management system (DMS).

In the SE “UIPI” a system of electronic document filing with the use of electronic digital signature is deployed. Documents in electronic form are also forwarded
through a special buffer to the same technological databases and stored there in the
original form together with the electronic digital signature. These electronic
documents are converted into PDF/A format and stored in the technological databases
alongside with the original files.

(ii) at least the minimum documentation referred to in Rule 34 is available,
accessible, properly arranged and maintained for search and examination purposes.
State whether it is on paper, in microform or stored on electronic media, and where.

The patent information collection in the SIPSU covers patent documents from
organizations and patent offices of the countries of the PCT minimum
documentation.

Batching of the patent information collection for almost 20 years has been carried out
mainly through the international cooperation with WIPO, EPO and national offices.
In 2003, under the Law of Ukraine “On the Protection of Rights to Inventions and
Utility Models”, UIPI was declared to be the center of international exchange of
publications that provides the legislative environment for the specified field of
activity.

National patent documents in the patent information collection are provided for in the
form of the Official Bulletin “Promyslova Vlasnist” (hereinafter referred to as the
Official Bulletin) on paper (published since 1993 until now) and CD-ROM/DVD
(published since 2005 until now), specifications to patents of Ukraine for inventions
on paper (published since 1993 thru 2011), which are also published on CD-ROM
“Inventions in Ukraine” (since 2005 until now), as well as the regional patent
information product of CIS countries on CD-ROM – CISPATENT (published since
2002 until now), which comprises, in particular, specifications to patents of the
Russian Federation and EAPO for inventions.

Last decade provided new alternatives to access the PCT minimum documentation
(patent documents and non-patent literature) via Internet, allowing increase in
number and improvement of quality of the available information resources.

At a certain stage, experts, who carry out substantive examination of applications for
inventions, obtained critical experience to perform the search of patent documents in
the national patent information collection and on the Internet, which enabled
considerable enlargement of the scope of the available information used to determine
prior art, as well as to improve the quality of the search and to reduce relevant
expenses.

Since 2007, foreign commercial databases providing the access to the PCT minimum
documentation (patent documents and non-patent literature), appropriate reference
information, and equipped with more complicated, but highly efficient search tools,
are used. As of November 20, 2013, 10 foreign commercial databases, access to which
is provided under the appropriate contracts and agreements, are used in the course of
examination, namely: For the purposes of examination 11 foreign commercial
databases are used, access to which is provided under the appropriate agreements:

– All Rubricon Encyclopedias (since 2004);
Database of the All-Russian Institute of Scientific and Technical Information (VINITI) of the Russian Academy of Sciences (since 2005);

- EPOQUE Net (since 2007);
- Chemical Abstracts Service (since 2008);
- Science Direct Article Choice (since 2009);
- Derwent World Patent Index (since 2011);
- REAXYS (since 2011);
- Access to Research for Development and Innovation (ARDI) Program (since 2012);
- IEEE Xplore Digital Library (since 2013);
- Journals and Publications of the American Chemical Society (since 2013);

In addition to the above-mentioned foreign commercial databases a new database by Wiley Blackwell publisher will be in use since 2014, trial access to which was active from August 19, 2013 till September 19, 2013 – Wiley-Blackwell Publishing database (since 2014).

Moreover, the next agreement with the State Public Scientific and Technical Library of the Russian Federation, covering the access to electronic copies of the necessary information resources within its collection, was made to boost the level of supply of examiners with non-patent literature in 2013.

The main search tool among the foreign Internet resources, which are used by examiners to ensure efficient and quality patent search within the substantive examination of applications for inventions and utility models, is EPO’s EPOQUE Net since it contains patent documents from a large number of countries as required to meet the requirements relating to accessibility to the PCT minimum documentation for offices, which operate in Japanese, Korean, Russian, or Spanish official language.

Access to EPOQUE Net has been provided since 2007 under the appropriate agreements. Thus, in 2013, EPOQUE Net was used under the agreement for a period from January 1, 2012, thru December 31, 2013.

Due to the change of the EPOQUE Net pricing and dissemination policy, which came into effect on January 1, 2013 in the fourth quarter of 2013 a set of works was finalized resulting in the new 4-year agreement with the EPO on granting of access to the above-mentioned system, which is, as of November 20, 2013, in the process of signing by the EPO. in 2014 a set of works was finalized resulting in a new 4-year agreement with the EPO on granting access to the above-mentioned search system.

Provision of the guaranteed access to EPOQUE Net by examiners under the new agreement for the specified term is also important due to the possibility to access the Derwent World Patent Index via EPO’s database.

To provide information support for the examination of applications for inventions with non-patent literature, the list of which is agreed by International Searching Authorities under the Rule 34.1(b)(iii) of the PCT Regulations, public national and foreign Internet resources, in particular, electronic digital libraries and collections (digital primarily) of 7
largest national-level public libraries of Ukraine, 29 libraries of the specialized scientific institutions of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 7 libraries of scientific institutions of the Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, 5 libraries of institutions of the Academy of Agricultural Sciences of Ukraine, 9 libraries at the lead higher educational institutions, etc., are also used widely along with commercial databases. Electronic copies of the ordered information sources, in particular, articles in periodicals, are received via the electronic document delivery system.

Today, foreign commercial databases, private information resources, as well as public collections at 59 largest national and specialized libraries (including national electronic digital libraries and electronic collections), used to carry out the search, ensure the access to the PCT minimum documentation to the fullest extent.

To support patent searches for determining the compliance of the claimed invention to the patentability criteria, each examiner has access to the Search Portal. The Portal is functionally integrated with the technological automated systems and adapted to the patent information sources (databases), including the national file and foreign patent document collections received on optical carriers.

In order to simplify the use and enhance search efficiency and speed, all patent documents received on optical carriers or via FTP are converted into a single electronic database structure stored in the information warehouse under the PostgreSQL DMS.

To provide access and support searches in the patent databases, a multifunctional search mechanism and information viewers have been realized in the Search Portal. The search mechanism and information viewers allow to:

- perform full-text search in selected sources or a group of sources;
- view search results for each source;
- quickly jump to the text fragment which contains search terms;
- generate reports based on the search results;
- keep the search term history;
- print documents out;
- export documents.

The Search Portal is used by all examiners to perform patent searches.

With the use of the Search Portal examiners can carry out full-text searches using advanced features, for example limitation of intervals between words, search stemming etc.
The Search Portal is designed to be able to forward data to the “Inventions” AS for automatic search report generation.

The System Accounting, Document Control Archive-Keeping Division provides the procedures of system accounting of documents concerning industrial property rights (IPR), controls their proceeding in the information and technological process of the IPR application prosecution and provides continuous storing of the IPR application materials and IPR registration files in the archive.

When necessary, the procedure of automated patent search may be supplemented by the traditional search procedure with the use of information on paper carriers available in special archival depositories.

Information documents can be handed to examiners both on paper carriers and in the form of electronic documents circulated via the internal information network.

(b) (i) – (ii)

Control of QMS documents is a part of the "Control of the Quality Management System Documents" process regulated by Methodology of Control of the Quality Management System Documents and Workflow Management Regulations and is provided by operation of the respective automated document flow system. The Methodology and Workflow Management Regulations specify: the order of QMS documents approval; the order of reviewing, updating and re-approving QMS documents; the ways and means of identifying changes and current revision status of the QMS documents; the order of QMS documents distribution; requirements as to the documents legibility and identification; the order of identification and distribution management of documents of external origin; actions to prevent unintended use of obsolete documents and the order of application of suitable identification in case such documents are retained for any purpose; requirements as to identification of the QMS documents retention period.

The QMS documentation can be retained and distributed in electronic form via computer network, document workflow automated system or electronic information carriers provided that controlled copies of respective documents on paper carrier and/or in graphic format of PDF are necessarily available. The quality management representative is responsible for control of QMS documents. Document workflow control and compliance with the documents control requirements are fulfilled by the front office, division heads and employees responsible for QMS development.

Through the reference and information section of the “Inventions” AS each examiner has access from their workplace to relevant standards, regulations, instructions, interpretations, regulatory and legal documentation, notices, presentations, prescriptions, information notices sent by WIPO etc. This enables the examiners to maintain a high level of awareness, provides the ability to promptly react to changes and improvements of the quality provision system and guarantees the quality of examination and searches.
21.13 Training resources:

Describe the training and development infrastructure and program which ensures that all staff involved in the search and examination process:

(i) acquire and maintain the necessary experience and skills; and
(ii) are fully aware of the importance of complying with the quality criteria and standards.

The need in personnel training is determined by the division heads on the basis of the personnel’s competence level evaluation and with necessary consideration of the requests of the employees wishing to improve their skills. The meeting results are also used for this purpose. The costs necessary for training and skills improvement are allocated according to the yearly planned estimate of expenditures.

Once in three years, a planned employee performance review is undertaken, during which the results of their work, business and professional qualities disclosed in the course of their professional duties fulfillment are estimated. Within the period between the reviews the employees’ fulfillment of the tasks and duties imposed on them are assessed. The review and assessment results are documented in relevant SIPSU records and orders retained in the Personnel Division.

The training takes the following forms:

– seminars for examiners;

– special workshops on the matters of intellectual property, patent search and examination;

– distance learning under the WIPO programme;

– discussion forums with representatives and professional organizations in the intellectual property sphere, including applicants and patent attorneys;

– skill improvement courses for IT specialists;

– providing the second university degree in the “Intellectual Property” specialty.

With the aim of sharing experience and best practices of foreign offices (including ISA/IPEA) in examination matters, in particular patent searches using various databases, search reports preparation, emergence of new databases, use of the IPC and other classification systems, the matters of legislation development in the industrial property sphere in the countries of the world, respective measures have been taken to promote studying of such experience, its implementation into the activities of the state system of intellectual property legal protection and improvement of employees’ skills, first of all examiners’ skills.

Alongside this, the records of the skills improvement events are kept and monthly reports about them are prepared according to the set standard forms and forwarded to the Personnel Division to be further processed, summarized and become the basis of respective propositions.

Describe the training and development infrastructure and program which ensures that all staff involved in the search and examination process:
(i) **acquire and maintain the necessary experience and skills**

Newly recruited examiners are assigned a tutor from among the experienced chief examiners having the signing authority. Such tutors organize trainings (the training programme is designed to last a year) and check the work performed by junior examiners.

After the examiner’s competence and skills have undergone rigorous assessment, the examiner is entrusted with the signing authority, which enables him to make independent decisions about the invention’s conformity with the patentability criteria and perform patent information searches for this purpose.

Their decisions are now subject only to internal control without the tutor’s constant participation; all decisions concerning the refusal in providing legal protection are, however, to be checked on the level of the Examination Department Head.

The training of all examiners is organized on an ongoing basis in the form of performing and documenting searches and case studies (see 21.11).

The reference and information section of the “Inventions” AS provides all examiners with continuous access to the following materials:

– presentations and training materials, interpretations, instructions and methodologies of examination and search techniques;

– comments on specialized matters concerning carrying out searches in chemistry, pharmaceutics and molecular biology;

– internal training programmes and clarifications of the matters of EPOQUE Net system use (based on the materials presented by EPO);

– training and clarification materials on the IPC and IPC reclassification matters;

– information and training materials concerning the Common Patent Classification (CPC).

The materials of trainings and workshops organized on SIPSU level, as well as external seminars and conferences held, in particular, by the search systems providers (STN, EPOQUE Net) and examiners’ meetings with representatives of respective industrial sectors are accessible through the Intranet.

Great attention is paid to training examiners to perform searches via EPOQUE Net. Examiners regularly attend webinars and other on-line training events organized by the EPO, as well as in train-the-trainer seminars in order to be able to share the obtained knowledge with other examiners using EPOQUE Net.

In order to make the use of EPOQUE Net more advantageous, a permanent Working group was created, whose members exchange personal experience, process the information received on the EPO seminars and training sessions for EPOQUE Net users, develop the ways to improve the patent search strategy with the due account of the experience of the EPO and world leading patent offices.

Examiners constantly receive information via e-mail about free-of-charge trainings and webinars on Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) matters held by WIPO, webinars
organized by EPO to highlight the news and latest developments in the patent information services field and new patent information systems and services.

In October 2014 the first of four planned trainings for examiners of the State Enterprise "Ukrainian Industrial Property Institute" (the SE "UIPI") took place in the framework of the Twinning Project "Strengthening the protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights in Ukraine", namely – its "Strengthening professional skills of the examiners of industrial property objects" component.

Describe the training and development infrastructure and program which ensures that all staff involved in the search and examination process:

(ii) are fully aware of the importance of complying with the quality criteria and standards

Thanks to the above-mentioned forms of training and provision of access to the materials mentioned in 21.13(i), examiners are constantly knowledgeable of the important matters concerning maintaining the quality criteria and quality standards when performing examination and patent information searches.

21.14 Oversight over resources:

Describe the system in place for continuously monitoring and identifying the resources required:

(a) to deal with demand; and

(b) comply with the quality standards for search and examination

See 21.08, 21.09, 21.16.

(a) to deal with demand

The SIPSU possesses the necessary resources, principal of which are the following: skilled personnel with appropriate level of expertise; optimal infrastructure ensuring compliance with the requirements for services; maintained and controlled operation environment providing the proper material and social conditions for the work, motivation, demands compliance, and staff performance.

The SIPSU managing staff performs constantly the analysis of compliance of the level of provision/sufficiency of these resources with current needs in quality examination and search, depending on the workload of examiners, based on the results of review of the monthly reports by the heads of the respective structural divisions. Outcome of such analysis results in decisions and corrective (remedial) actions.

(b) comply with the quality standards for search and examination

The Deputy Director on examination matters representing the management is the person responsible for supporting the process of fulfillment the requirements regarding standards in patent search and examination.

The procedure of the quality control of the examination and searches is described in details in Section 21.16.
In order to control the resources used for patent searches, improvement, quality enhancement and adherence to unified methodological approaches when performing patent searches, a respective order regulates the performance of patent searching in the course of substantive examination of applications for inventions; in particular, the list of in-house electronic information resources, free Internet resources and foreign commercial databases comprising, above all, the PCT minimum documentation and necessary for use is determined.

Works intended for regular replenishing the in-house patent information file, as well as providing seamless use of the determined foreign commercial databases within the agreements signed with WIPO, EPO and foreign providers are carried out on the ongoing basis.

Additionally, the information concerning the generally accessible Internet resources (IPR databases, scientific and technical databases and reference resources) is systematically monitored, updated and placed on the SIPSU web resources.

3. MANAGEMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE WORKLOAD

21.15 Indicate how the following practices and procedures for handling search and examination requests and performing related functions such as data-entry and classification are implemented:

(a) Effective control mechanisms regarding timely issue of search and examination reports to a quality standard as set by the respective Authority; and

(b) Appropriate control mechanisms regarding fluctuations in demand and backlog management

With the aim of ensuring high-quality and timely examination and searches, an automated control system has been implemented within the “Inventions” AS enabling to monitor:

– the timeliness of consideration of applications for inventions by examiners;
– the timeliness of search performance;
– the proceeding state of the applications considered by each examiner.

This system enables the management of the examination division to receive complete on-line information on the examiners’ compliance with deadlines of the initial application consideration, providing responses to the applicant, generation of preliminary conclusions and requests, drafting search reports, and to take any necessary corrective and preventive measures to ensure no deviations from the set procedures occur.

Beside this, a monthly statistical report is generated by an authorized person based on the results of such monitoring of the application processing, which is subsequently forwarded for the consideration of the Head of the Department of examination of applications for inventions, utility models and integrated circuit topographies and analyzed in the course of a working meeting held by the Deputy Director on examination matters. Summarized analytical data and decisions made on such
meetings are brought to the attention of the heads of divisions included to the Department of examination of applications for inventions, utility models and integrated circuit topographies so that respective measures can be taken by them to provide a more effective monitoring of examiners’ workload and application distribution.

All examiners also have access to such statistical data and are able to control the order of applications consideration and searches.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE

21.16 The following are required quality assurance measures for timely issue of search and examination reports of a quality standard in accordance with the Guidelines. Indicate how the following are implemented:

(a) An internal quality assurance system for self assessment, involving verification, validation and monitoring of searches and examination work:
   (i) for compliance with these Search and Examination Guidelines;
   (ii) for channelling feedback to staff.

(b) A system of measurement and collection of data and reporting. Show how the Authority uses the system to ensure the continuous improvement of the established processes.

(c) A system for verifying the effectiveness of actions taken to correct deficient S&E work, eliminate the causes, and to prevent issues from recurring.

All procedures connected with acquisition of rights (from application filing to patent grant or refusal) including all measures taken to provide quality, are documented and stored in the “Inventions” AS. This ensures the possibility of quality provision process monitoring on the whole by using the current state of application processing.

Each examination division is responsible for the quality of examination in their particular field. The quality guarantee system includes peer review carried out by senior examiners and quality checks performed by division heads and the Department Head. The control system comprises the following double checks:

– quality check performed by senior examiner of the division – up to 50-70 % of all decisions made by examiners;

– quality check performed by department head – up to 7 % of all decisions made by examiners.

Alongside this, division heads carry out daily random checks of the examiners’ reports. Without the head’s endorsement (signature) the work (report) cannot be submitted.

To settle complicated controversial issues, a competent methodical board has been created within the Examination Division consisting of the examiners with the most expertise. On order to settle complicated controversial issues within the Examination Department, the SE "UIPI' Expert Board on examination of applications for
inventions, utility models and topographies of integrated circuit was created, the Regulations for the Expert Board as well as its members were approved, and its meeting was held on July 7, 2014.

The examiners’ searches are checked and controlled by the sector of patent information database analysis as well as by chief examiners who monitor the correctness of search reports preparation and timeliness of their submission.

Searches by examiners are checked and controlled by the Division on quality control and improvement of examination of applications for inventions and utility models as well as by chief examiners who monitor the correctness of search reports preparation and timelines for their submission.

Internal control is performed by division heads and chief examiners. This control is organized routinely and takes place either immediately in the course of the works or on the stage preceding the submission of the work results. As a rule, internal control includes checking the compliance of the search and examination with the set requirements.

A quality support system has been implemented and maintained. The aim of the system is to provide a unified approach to the examination and search processes in all industry divisions. To this effect, respective control is carried out at the level of the Examination Department by the members of the Quality Coordination Board appointed to fulfill the functions of quality provision. To this effect, respective control is carried out at the level of the Examination Department by the Division on quality control and improvement of examination of applications for inventions and utility models or by members of the Quality Coordination Board, appointed to fulfill the functions of quality provision. These individuals are the most experienced examiners having significant expertise in performing searches using various search systems and databases. Such control is provided by randomized and routine checks of search reports, optimal use of search systems and databases, suitability of opposition of the retrieved documents and assessment of their relevance.

All search reports are first checked by tutors, then randomly by the heads of industry divisions and the Department Head. The checks of the next level are provided by a member of the Quality Coordination Board.

The process of report quality provision includes the following steps:

– examiner’s self-checking with the help of checklist where the list of quality requirements is given;
– routine automated checking by the tutor or head of industry division;
– randomized automated checking by a Quality Coordination Board member;
– randomized automated checking by the Division on quality control and improvement of examination of applications for inventions and utility models or by a member of Quality Coordination Board.

When considering an application for invention, an examiner must, according to the manual, check the invention unity, invention distinctiveness and corroboration,
adhere to the defined search area and use the respective symbols of the IPC and, if needed, the CPC.

In the process of examination and searches for both national and PCT applications for inventions, the “Inventions” AS is used.

In order to ensure the timely consideration of applications for inventions and search performance, automated control of deadlines for necessary actions connected with the applications and search report generation, as well as control of initial application consideration deadlines and of responses to requests and examiners’ preliminary decisions has been implemented.

To ensure the quality in this automated system, the functions of necessary actions performance monitoring provision have been implemented.

In order to achieve a higher level of examination and search quality and to ensure the highest possible level of correspondence of applications subject matter to the specialization of the industrial division, automated distribution of applications to examiner groups has been implemented (using topical fields which include the combinations of IPC classification symbols and keywords).

Based on the results of checking of search reports, requests and preliminary decisions, the controlling person necessarily passes a resolution and in case of need has the right to return respective documents for improvement.

At the end of each month all such resolutions are collected and analyzed in order to detect typical mistakes. After the mentioned matters have been studied, an appropriate kind of training is carried out both for examiners and for industry division heads. The reference and information section of the “Inventions” AS provides access to the methodical materials elaborated on the basis of such trainings.

After the initial analysis of such quality-related issues the most significant ones requiring correction actions in order to ensure the compatibility to quality standards are selected. In case of need, the selected issues are considered at the meetings of the Quality Coordination Board.

To ensure the quality of examination and searches, all examiners have on-line access to the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), Regulations under the PCT, PCT Administrative Instructions, respective WIPO standards and all necessary regulatory acts and guidelines via the reference and information section of the “Inventions” AS.

5. COMMUNICATION

21.17 Inter-Authority communication:

Provide the name, job title and contact details of the Authorities designated quality contact person who will take responsibility for:

(a) helping identify and disseminate best practice among Authorities;
(b) fostering continual improvement; and
The person responsible for information exchange between patent offices is Oksana Shpytal,

Tel.: (44) 494-06-53: 498-37-05
Fax: (44) 494-06-69
E-mail: shpytal@sips.gov.ua

International exchange of patent documentation with regional organizations and foreign patent offices has been carried out since 1993. Within the framework of such exchange the following items of the national patent documentations were sent in 2013 and 2014: Official Bulletin “Promyslova Vlasnist” on DVD – to 18 foreign countries and organizations, the National CD-ROM “Inventions v Ukraini” – to seven–nine offices.

The exchange of Annual Reports on SIPSU activities with a great number of foreign patent offices exists on a regular basis – the Report for 2012 and 2013 was sent to WIPO, the EPO and 5253 national intellectual property offices.

Within the framework of the international cooperation with WIPO, SIPSU Annual Technical Reports are prepared yearly according to the established form and set to WIPO.

21.18 Communication and guidance to users:
Describe the system in place for monitoring and using customer feedback including at least the following elements:

(a) An appropriate system for
(i) handling complaints and making corrections;
(ii) taking corrective and/or preventative action where appropriate; and
(iii) offering feedback to users.

(b) A procedure for:
(i) monitoring user satisfaction and perception; and
(ii) for ensuring their legitimate needs and expectations are met.

(c) Clear, concise and comprehensive guidance and information to users (particularly unrepresented applicants) on the search and examination process, giving details of where it is to be found e.g. link to Authority’s web site, guidance literature.

(d) An indication of where and how the Authority makes its quality objectives publicly available for the users.

(a) – (b)

In order to control the SIPSU activity, improvement of effective interaction with the public, taking into account the public opinion by formation and implementation of
intellectual property policy the Community board – the standing collegiate advisory body was formed in the SIPSU.

In addition, in order to determine the demands and satisfaction level of users and persons concerned on such matters as quality service, accessibility and completeness of information, procedure and terms of solving any appearing problems, the secure feedback system with all possible modern means, in particular telephone/facsimile communications, regular and electronic mail communication permanently active on the official web-portal of the SIPSU in 'Communication' Section', is implemented at the SIPSU, etc.

Each applicant has the possibility to communicate with the examiner face-to-face during carrying out the examination procedure or to communicate with him/her through telephone/fax, electronic mail etc. Compulsory all necessary information is delivered to the applicant.

All appeals of applicants are fixed in the corresponding electronic registry and the terms of making responses are under control of the Department of work organization and control of executing orders, which weekly submits reports regarding the results of this control to the management.

During carrying out conferences, symposiums, seminars, round-table discussions, meetings and other events on intellectual property issues the SIPSU conducts surveys (using questionnaires etc.) among the participants suggesting them to estimate the activity of the SIPSU and to give their proposals regarding the quality improvement of SIPSU services or questions which are needed to be settled or proposed to be discussed within the following similar events.

Based on the information analysis, received from applicants and public, the management of the SIPSU takes measures to correct these mistakes (corrective actions) and to prevent further mistakes (preventive actions), in particular by trainings for examiners, clarifications on problematic matters and suggestions regarding the quality work improvement of examiners, etc.

(c) Clear, concise and comprehensive guidance and information to users (particularly unrepresented applicants) on the search and examination process, giving details of where it is to be found e.g. link to Authority’s web site, guidance literature.

To introduce users to the information and regulations relating to patent search and examination, the general information concerning the process of obtaining the rights to inventions under PCT with relevant links to regulations and indexes on the WIPO website is provided on SIPSU web-portal. Also, interactive databases and information and reference systems, containing the texts of legal acts, including international agreements, and other information, necessary to draft and file an application, are provided for on SIPSU web-portal. Moreover, the digital patent library, a separate information resource, is available.
Users can obtain all relevant information and advices relating to filing and examination of the national and international applications under PCT by addressing the Consulting and PR Department.

(d) An indication of where and how the Authority makes its quality objectives publicly available for the users.

The users have an opportunity to get familiar with Program and Conception of intellectual property state system protection development, SIPSU plans of works regarding the realization of the principle directions and priority goals of its activity, including the quality sphere, etc on the web-portal of the SIPSU.

Users are also informed on the matters of examination quality provision in the course of scientific and practical conferences and seminars.

21.19 Communication with WIPO and designated and elected Offices:

Describe how the Authority provides for effective communication with WIPO and designated and elected offices. In particular describe how the Authority ensures that WIPO feedback is promptly evaluated and addressed.

Exchange between WIPO and SIPSU is carried out via mail, facsimile communication and e-mail. European Integration and International Cooperation Division is responsible for the matters of such communication.

The whole volume of incoming foreign correspondence and documents received from WIPO (directives, circulars, letters, notifications, including on the meetings of the WIPO General Assembly, Assemblies of the WIPO member states and of each Union, Standing Committees and their Working Groups, questionnaires, forms, information about the preparation of annual technical and statistical reports, printed publications of International Classifications of Industrial Property Rights, free WIPO publications, including periodicals, and other documents), EPO, foreign patent offices, other foreign companies, organizations and institutions (primarily in English, but also in French, German and other languages) are processed under the set procedure, which provides that every document:

– is registered in the “General Record Management” AS;

– undergoes information and analytical processing, during which the contents of the document is studied and analyzed preliminarily, the cover letter (if any) is translated, the received documents are selectively translated, a respective summary is prepared.

Information and analytical processing of the document is completed by the preparation of an Information notice under the set form (to which copies of the necessary documents are annexed or the reference to their storage place is given), which is then submitted to the top manager.

Having considered this notice, the top manager passes a resolution-instruction to their deputies (considering their scope of responsibilities), appointing responsible executors and the deadline for fulfilling the instruction.
The document is further forwarded from the deputies of the top manager (responsible executors) to executors.

All resolutions, written instructions and deadlines are sent to the “General Record Management” AS. Further, in case of necessity, certain fragments of the document or the whole document are translated.

The described procedure of processing the incoming document flow ensures their prompt consideration and systematic control of fulfillment of instructions connected therewith by the respective division within the framework of the “General Record Management” AS; in order to provide such control, the AS provides automatic generation of information by the number and date of the incoming document, incoming registration number, sender, responsible executor, immediate executor, appointed deadline for the given instruction etc.

Free WIPO publications, including periodicals, are forwarded under the set procedure to the SE ”UIPI” library or a public patent library operating within the state system of intellectual property legal protection.

### 6. DOCUMENTATION

21.20 Explanatory note: The QMS of the Authority needs to be clearly described and implemented so that all processes in the Authority and the resulting products and services can be monitored, controlled, and checked for conformity. This is done in the documents that make up the Quality Manual of the Authority (see paragraph 21.21).

(Note: This point is informative. No response is required by the template to paragraph 21.20)

21.21 The documents that make up the Quality Manual serve to document the procedures and processes affecting the quality of work, such as classification, search, examination and related administrative work. In particular, the Quality Manual indicates where to find instructions on the procedures to be followed.

For the purposes of this report indicate:

(a) the documents making up a Quality Manual that have been prepared and distributed;

(b) the media on which it is supported (e.g. Internal Publication, Internet, Intranet);

and

(c) document control measures taken e.g. version numbering, access to latest version.

The SIPSU QMS has been developed and implemented according to the ISO 9001:2008 standard requirements and applicable legislative and regulatory requirements and is applied to the activities of all structural divisions and responsible executors included into the QMS.

The QMS is applied to:

– receipt and examination of applications for IPR as to their compliance with the conditions of legal protection provision;

– information support of the operation of the state industrial property protection system, including creation, updating and operability assurance of the patent
information file necessary for examination, as well as of the reference and search tools thereof;
– providing physical persons and legal entities with information on IPR;
– consideration of oppositions and complaints concerning the issuance of titles of protection and other addresses in the IPR protection-related matters.

The process approach has been applied to the QMS development, implementation, operability assurance and improvement. The processes sequence and interaction, the efficiency criteria and process management means have been defined; the QMS processes and service quality monitoring has been provided on all relevant stages of the QMS processes implementation. The QMS processes are divided into the following groups:

– processes related to the management activities and documentation management;
– processes of provision of resources to the QMS;
– processes of the services life cycle;
– measuring, analysis and improvement processes.

The Quality Manual sets out the requirements to the SIPSU QMS and contains its description.

The QMS documentation is presented both on paper and electronic carriers.

Information concerning the SIPSU QMS documents, procedures and processes, and links to the relevant information provided by WIPO are also available on the internal SIPSU web-site.

Examiners working with the “Inventions” AS are able to receive the necessary information at any time via the annexed instructive and regulatory materials. The users may address the reference and information section of the “Inventions” AS. When the reference or regulatory documentation is updated, the latest versions of the documents become available for all users of the “Inventions” AS simultaneously.

21.22 Indicate whether the documents making up the Quality Manual include the following:

(a) the quality policy of the Authority including a clear statement of commitment to the QMS from top management;
(b) the scope of the QMS, including details of and justification for any exclusions;
(c) the organizational structure of the Authority and the responsibilities of each of its departments;
(d) the documented processes carried out in the Authority such as receipt of incoming applications, classification, distribution, search, examination, publication and support processes, and procedures established for the QMS, or references to them;
(e) the resources available for carrying out the processes and implementing the procedures; and
(f) a description of the interaction between the processes and the procedures of the QMS.
The SIPSU QMS documentation comprises the following documents:

– quality policy;
– quality objectives;
– quality manual;
– the QMS documented methodologies;
– provisions (concerning structural divisions, management bodies, operations etc.);
– instructions (staff, occupational safety, safe operation, operational etc.);
– schedules;
– structure charts;
– records (protocols);
– regulation documents of external origin;
– other documents used in the QMS processes.

The following QMS documented methodologies have been developed and implemented at SIPSU:

– methodology № 01-QMS “Control of quality management system documents”;
– methodology № 02- QMS “Control of quality management system records (protocols)”;
– methodology № 03- QMS “Quality management system internal audit”; 
– methodology № 04- QMS “Control of nonconforming services”; 
– methodology № 05- QMS “Corrective action”; 
– methodology № 06- QMS “Preventive action”; 
– methodology № 07- QMS “Monitoring of the Quality Management System processes’.

21.23  Indicate which types of records the Authority maintains, such as:

(a) a definition of which documents are kept and where they are kept;
(b) results of management review;
(c) training, skills and experience of personnel;
(d) evidence of conformity of processes, resulting products and services in terms of quality standards;
(e) results of reviews of requirements relating to products;
(f) the search and examination processes carried out on each application;
(g) data allowing individual work to be tracked and traced;
(h) records of QMS audits;
(i) actions taken re. non-conforming products, e.g. examples of corrections;
(j) actions taken re. corrective action;
(k) actions taken re. preventative action; and
According to the ISO 9001 standard requirements, SIPSU provides retaining and maintenance of the following documents:

- Quality Manual;
- procedures and work instructions for quality provision;
- management control results;
- records concerning personnel training;
- records concerning staff qualification and experience;
- reports on improvement of examiners’ skills based on the results of conferences and seminars;
- records on processes’ conformity with the requirements;
- records on control of the requirements related to the product;
- records on corrective and preventive action;
- records on actions taken in relation to nonconforming products;
- records on QMS control;
- records on the results of patent search and patent examination for each patent application;
- summarized reports on routine controls of the search report and examiners’ decisions quality.

7. SEARCH PROCESS DOCUMENTATION

21.24 For internal purposes the Authority should document its search process.

The Authority should indicate

(a) which of the following are included in this record:

(i) the databases consulted (patent and non patent literature);
(ii) the keywords, combinations of words and truncations used;
(iii) the language(s) in which the search was carried out;
(iv) the classes and class combinations searched, at least according to the IPC equivalent;

(b) which other information relevant to the search itself is included in this record e.g. a statement of the subject of search; details of special relevance to internet searching; a record of documents viewed; on-line thesaurus, synonym or concept databases, etc. (Explanatory note: The IA is requested to list other information it may collect to monitor and improve the search process)

(c) which special cases are documented and whether records are kept denoting any:

(i) limitation of search and its justification
21.24 For internal purposes the Authority should document its search process.

The Authority should indicate

(a) which of the following are included in this record:

A patent search report comprises the following information:
– concerning the observance of the invention unity requirement;
– invention claims considered in the course of the search;
– classification of the invention subject matter (using the IPC symbols);
– search area (using the IPC symbols);
– patent documentation and non-patent literature databases;
– keywords, word and IPC symbols combinations used in the course of the search;
– in case of lack of the invention unity, a special notice is provided concerning the group of inventions considered in the course of the search;
– special notices on the amended claims considered in the course of the search;
– indication of the date and person performing the search.

(b) which other information relevant to the search itself is included in this record e.g. a statement of the subject of search; details of special relevance to internet searching; a record of documents viewed; on-line thesaurus, synonym or concept databases, etc.

The records of the search process are stored in the Search Portal and “Inventions” AS, as well as in the search systems used by examiners, namely EPOQUE Net, DWPI via EPOQUE Net, STN etc.

The search history information, in particular search subject matter, query texts, lists of retrieved documents, marked viewed documents, is automatically stored on the Search Portal.

This information is then stored indefinitely and allows both performing internal control of the quality of searches carried out by examiners and using search results for further work.

The list of relevant documents obtained as a result of the search performed via the Search Portal can be transmitted to automatically generate the search report via the “Inventions” AS.

The Search Portal provides for the statistical data generation, in particular concerning the databases used, examiners which performed searches, the number of search queries and documents viewed.

These statistical data and search history data for every search performed are available to the persons carrying out the internal control.
8. INTERNAL REVIEW

21.25 Explanatory note: The Authority should report on its own internal review arrangements. These reviews determine the extent to which it has established a QMS based on the model of Chapter 21 and the extent to which it is complying with the QMS requirements and the Search and Examination Guidelines. The reviews should be objective and transparent to demonstrate whether or not those requirements and guidelines are being applied consistently and effectively and should be undertaken at least once a year. With reference to point 21.08 of this template, the Authority may provide additional information on its internal review arrangements under this section if it so wishes.

21.26-21.28 These arrangements are reported according to this template in Section 1, above, at points 21.04 - 21.09. The Authority may provide additional information on further inputs to its internal reviews under this section, if it so wishes.

Internal QMS audits are carried out twice a year. External audit is undertaken yearly. The audit aim is to confirm the QMS conformity with the ISO 9001 standard.

9. ARRANGEMENTS FOR AUTHORITIES TO REPORT TO THE MIA

21.29 There are two stages in the reporting arrangements. The document up to this point relates to the initial report called for by paragraph 21.29. It will be supplemented annually by further reports in accordance with paragraph 21.30.

The SIPSU report is prepared to be considered on the meeting of international patent offices.